Abstract. Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) is an efficient way to solve complex systems, and has wide application. This research develops MCDM model based on uncertain theory, used for selecting a suitable visualization alternative for tourism. First, in order to achieve desirable decision making, a new concept is proposed, which is called the best and the worst reference uncertain linguistic variable as a datum uncertain linguistic variable. At the same time, a new method for ranking uncertain linguistic variable is also presented. Second, based on the preference order relation of attributes given by the experts, a new score function is introduced to get the weight vector of attributes. Finally, the evaluation system of tourism big data visualization alternatives is constructed and the order of those alternatives is acquired by the decision method.
transformative influence on thinking and methods of government departments, tourism enterprises and tourists. Therefore, it can provide a more rapid, effective and scientific decision-making protection.
In the process of decision, there are some difficulties for experts to express their preference degrees with crisp numerical values. So, it is another possible way to use linguistic labels [3] , which represents qualitative aspects values. We will consider a finite and totally ordered label set , where s is a linguistic label and the numerical value and D represents the value of the symbolic translation [4, 5] .
In this paper, the focus is on the extension of discrete support model for MADM [6, 7] in which the experts express their opinions by means of uncertain linguistic setting in stead of precise numerical values. In order to get the weight vector, a new method by the definition of score function of attribute and the preference order of attribute presented by different experts is presented. Moreover a new ranking method is presented to rank uncertain linguistic variable, which is based on the best and the worst reference uncertain linguistic variable.
Preliminaries
In this section, the basicconcepts and their extensions of the this paper are briefly introduced. The deviation measures have been discussed between two uncertain linguistic terms. The following deviation measure for two uncertain linguistic variables is first introduced. (2) where U is the number of linguistic terms in the set S . 
Definition 1

Definition 3 Let
Obviously, Now, we will give the process of decision based on the mentioned method before.
Step 1. Based on Eq .(4), compute the weight vector of attributes as: 
Step 4. Then, compute the relative correlation coefficient
then the bigger the i D , the better the alternative i A , so the overall ranking is acquired.
The establishment of the evaluation
At present, the tourism big data visualization has gradually been widely used in industry. The characteristics of tourism big data visualization alternative can be describes by a group of factor attributes, and experts can evaluate it with these attributes. Based on the National Tourism Administration website and the latest research results, experts summarized the evaluation rules and related factors generally considered in the process of evaluating the tourism big data visualization alternative, then construct the evaluation system, which will be presented as follows: Let be the set of alternatives, where 1 A is statistic graph tool, 2 A is information graph tool, 3 A is map tool, 4 A is vectored graph tool, 5 A is statistic graph measured tool. 
